C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F T H E SINGLE-CROSS S T E R L I N G S O F
A L E X A N D E R III
B.H.I.H. STEWART and J.J. NORTH

THE single-cross sterlings of Alexander III (1249-86) are the most plentiful Scottish coins
of the middle ages. Some of them may be posthumous, but there can be little doubt that
most belong to the first half of the 1280s, alongside the early stages of the new single-cross
coinage introduced in England in 1279.1 English and Scottish coins were at this period
struck to the same standard and were freely interchangeable in currency. So when Edward
I decided to withdraw and recoin the long voided-cross coins, which had been current since
1247, Alexander would have needed quickly to follow suit. No records of the Scottish
recoinage have survived, but it would be very surprising if it had not been launched within
a year or so of Edward's, and the likelihood is that it began in 1280. At the other end, there
is coinage in the name of John Balliol (1292-6), so the Alexandrian single-cross sterlings
cannot have been in issue for longer than twelve years at the outside. In practice, however,
we may assume that most of the coinage belongs to the first two or three years after it
began, during which time the silver would have come mainly from the old currency
withdrawn. After that the Scottish mint or mints would have had to rely on such silver as
came into the country as a result of a favourable balance of trade. In England the London
mint began the new coinage in the summer of 1279, and other mints were opened in
1280-2. Between 1282 and 1287 London and Canterbury continued operating on a
substantial scale, but from 1287 to 1292 (and beyond) the flow of silver to the English mints
was much reduced. The timescale in Scotland was probably similar, although with each
stage occurring slightly later. There are no mint names on Alexander's coins, but there are
variations of the reverse type that seem to have been designed to indicate different mints,
as would certainly have been needed to carry through the recoinage effectively.
Substantial hoards of the Edwardian period are found, mostly in Scotland or the north of
England, so frequently that more than a thousand new specimens of the Alexander coinage
have come to light since the 1950s. As a rule of thumb, one can say that a new Edwardian
currency hoard is likely to include one sterling of Alexander for every five or six English
ones of the first three Fox groups which cover the recoinage period. The pattern varies
considerably between individual hoards, and the Dover hoard contained a (clearly
selective) abundance of Irish and Scottish coins. 2 But as a generality, because coins of the
1280s constituted a steadily diminishing proportion of the currency in the fourteenth
century, hoards from the reigns of Edward II (1307-27) and Edward III (1327-77) tend to
contain 2 per cent to 3 per cent of Alexander sterlings or fewer, while those buried up to
1300, or buried later but consisting largely of pre-1300 coins like Renfrew and Middridge,
may have 10 per cent or more. It looks as if the Scottish mints in the 1280s produced an
1
For a general discussion see Stewart, 'Scottish Mints', in
Minis, Dies and Currency, 1971, pp. 165-289 (especially
chapter V); this supersedes the relevant part (pp. 20-2) of
Stewart's The Scottish Coinage (1955 and 1967).
2
Dover hoard, BNJ 28 (1956), 147-68. The other most
useful post-war hoards are: Bootham, BNJ 27 (1955),
281-93; Boyton, NC (1936), 115-55; Broughton. BNJ 35
(1966), 120-7; Loch Doon. BNJ 38 (1969), 31-49; Middridge, BNJ 59 (1989) 84-90, and Renfrew, BNJ 35 (1966).

128-47. A tabulation of the Scottish contents of the Middridge hoard, and of these seven hoards collectively, according to the previous classification is included in BNJ 59. Since
the paper was written we have been able through the good
offices of Mr Nicholas Mayhew to examine photographs of
the Scottish coins from the 1983 and 1984 Aberdeen hoards
(BNJ 58. pp. 40-68); as a result we have been able to add a
few entries in our lists, with reference given to the photograph numbers.
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output in the range of £150,000 to £200,000. 3 That is a very substantial sum even in
comparison with the English mints, but certainly when measured against the Scottish
recoinage of the 1250s, which had been only about one third of this size but had involved at
least fifteen mints. If die-output was comparable to that of the Edwardian mints, the
production of some forty or fifty million pennies would have required between a thousand
and two thousand obverse dies, and many more reverses.
Each new hoard is a reminder of the great difficulties inherent in the classification of
these Alexandrian sterlings. As with most other parts of the Scottish coinage, credit for
first producing an orderly system is due to Edward Burns more than a century ago. 4 The
arrangement devised by Burns is, however, awkward to use; at certain points the definition
is not entirely clear; and overall it does not convey a satisfactory idea of the shape of the
coinage or of the sequence of varieties. This is hardly Burns's fault, since the material itself
is unusually intractable and mule coins, usually such a valuable key to arrangement, are so
plentiful and indiscriminate in this series as to add to the confusion rather than resolve it.
Burns defined two broad groups, each containing three classes (table 1). Group I
consists only of coins with four mullets of six points in the quarters of the reverse cross (24
points). Group II includes, in addition to 24 points, coins with mullets of five or six points
or stars of seven points in every other combination needed to produce total numbers of
points from 20 to 28. Within the two groups, Burns distinguished the classes primarily by
their lettering. However, although class I and class II in group I and class I and class II in
group II are each readily distinguishable by their lettering, group I, class III and group II,
class III cannot be separated by their lettering, and the differences between the two in the
obverse portrait are at one point very slight. Burns does not directly explain why he put
some of these closely related coins into group I and others into group II, but it appears to
have been: (a) because obverse dies of group I, class III are only found in combination with
24 point reverses, and are only muled with reverse dies of the other classes of group I; (b)
because obverse dies of group II, class III are found with 23, 25, 26 and 28 point reverses as
well as 24 points, and with one exception are only muled with the other classes of group II:
and (c) more generally because group II is defined as containing coins on which the hair
exhibits 'a bolder backward sweep'. In fact there is a justifiable distinction between group I
and group II, although the exact boundary would differ slightly according to which factor is
given the greatest weight. We have chosen to make a division within our new class M after
those coins which have the portrait of class A (our class Ma), not only with regard to that
important feature but also because these are the only ones of class M which mule with
reverses of class A. Without specifically distinguishing them, Burns also put the coins that
we describe as Mbl, with slightly broader hair, in his class III of group I, and that again is
logical, since they are the last variety of obverse to be found combined only with reverses
of 24 points. Finally, the last mules with class B reverses are those with obverses of Mb2.
This variety constitutes a point of conjuncture between the two Burns groups, since it is the
first variety in which a reverse combination other than 24 points occurs, the first which is
involved in mules with the other classes of group II and the first to show the distinctly more
'swept back' hair that Burns took as characteristic of his group II.
3
I. Stewart, 'The Volume of Early Scottish Coinage', in
Coinage in Medieval Scotland (1100-1600), edited by D.M.
Metcalf (BAR 1977), pp. 65-72, gives a range of £130180,000. The original estimate of £150-200,000 put forward
in my paper to the Oxford conference was questioned by Mr
Mayhew in comparison with his then estimated Irish figure
of £30-40,000, and I accordingly adjusted it slightly
downwards. In 'Irregularities in the Irish Mint Accounts
1279-1284' (in Later Medieval Mints, edited by N.J. Mayhew

and P. Spufford (BAR 1988), pp. 87-96, see p. 92 and n. 36)
Mr Mayhew has since produced evidence to suggest that the
Irish output should be set considerably higher (c. £60,000),
and I therefore feel justified in restoring my original range of
£150-200,000. - I.S.
4
E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland, 1887,1, pp. 163-86.
Since the comments of Burns on letter forms are often
useful, we have included these in Appendix II. even though
we do not follow the conclusions he drew from them.
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It will be apparent from the foregoing discussion that the Burns nomenclature of groups
and classes, both designated by Roman numerals, is cumbersome. For this reason a
simplified notation was adopted in The Scottish Coinage, whereby the three classes of
Burns group I were labelled B, A and C, and the three classes of group II, D, E and F plus
G. The reasons for the reversal of the order of the first two classes are discussed further
below. The division of group II, class III into classes F and G, based partly on the busts and
partly on lettering, did not prove sustainable, and had the consequence that reverse dies
involved in mules with the other two classes of group II had to be described as FG, since
the differences of lettering were not sufficiently clear-cut. Some late and rather crude
obverse dies, described by Burns as 'anomalous', and found combined with reverse dies of
his group II classes, were labelled class H; and a variety in the style of the first ('rough')
issue of John Balliol, but with the name of Alexander, class I (latterly redesignated J, in
order to avoid confusion with the Burns groups and classes, and to indicate the association
with John's coinage). Recently, arising from consideration of some examples in the
Middridge hoard, a new class, R, has been added to include some very rare coins,
apparently unknown to Burns or unrecognized by him, that have distinctive lettering
(notably the R).

TABLE 1.

Concordance of classifications

Typical
example (obv.)

Stewart 1955

Stewart and
North 1990

Class II

B.147

A

A

Class I

B.146

B

B

Class III

B.156
B.157

C

Burns 1887
Group I

fMa
iMbl

Group II
Class III
First Head
Second Head
(2nd-3rd Head)
Third Head

B.179
B.187
B.185
B.204

Class -

Dover 402

Class II

B.169
B.172A

Class I

B.161
B.159

D

Anomalous'

B.207

H

'Balliol'

B.209

I

FG

Mb2
Mb3
Mcl
Mc2
R
(El
lE2
(D1
lD2
H
J
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The material available from Middridge, in unusually fine condition, has given us the
opportunity of re-examining the whole series from first principles, in order to try to
establish the sequence of classes and their relationship from the use of the punches for
elements of the portrait, the crown, hair, face and neck, in addition to the more obvious
division by epigraphy. The basic definition of classes, however, remains determined
according to lettering, this having the advantage of enabling mules between classes to be
readily identified. In summary, our conclusions are that the coinage began with class A;
that A leads into C and then FG, which comprise the main series of the coinage; that B
stands outside this sequence, probably running alongside the middle and later stages of A
and then C; that C-FG was followed by E and D in that order, with R as a very small
element between FG and E or alongside E. The main series (C-FG) we have redesignated
M, in order to recognize that there is no satisfactory dividing line between C. F and G and
that their reverses, although not absolutely uniform, cannot be reliably distinguished. We
have, however, subdivided the obverses of M, E and D by reference to the punches used
for the hair and crown (further consideration of the punches for the face and neck would be
worthwhile, but we have found them generally less reliable except on coins in very fine
condition). A concordance between this and previous classifications is in table 1. In the
case of classes A, B, D, E and H we have retained the existing labels.
Later in the paper we have described the various features on which the classification is
based, beginning with a general description of the characteristics of each class. This has
been set out with the emphasis on obverses, but the main features of the various reverse
types are described thereafter. In the descriptions we have mentioned a number of notable
variants, but we have not attempted to record every variation from the norm. Finally, we
have given some comparative details, accompanied by drawings, of the letters and hair
punches which we have found to be of most assistance in determining the class or variety of
individual specimens. Tables 2 and 3 show the combinations in which dies of the several
classes and sub-classes are found, with reference to classes and reverse points respectively.
Although our work has been based on a substantial sample of the material, we do not
pretend to have examined anywhere near the whole range of available specimens. It is very
likely that further combinations exist, and no doubt others will come to light in future
hoards if past experience is any guide. But we believe it is worth publishing this new, or
rather amended, classification now, since the essential structure seems unlikely to be
affected by additional items. We would, however, be very glad to hear of any varieties that
we have not recorded here. 5
Sequence of Classes
The placing of the rare class A at the commencement of the series seems incontrovertible
in the light of the experimental inscriptions found on both sides and the fact that none of
the (probably early) obverse dies reading G'CIA or G'SIA are found muled with other
(presumably later) issues. It is closely connected with Ma (the bulk of S. class C), obverse
dies of which have the portrait made from the same punches. The dies of class A are of
very fine style, infinitely superior to those of the later long voided-cross coinage in the
1270s. They have all the appearance of being the work of highly skilled continental
5
In the classification section we have given the most
convenient references for all the combinations of which
illustrations are readily available, first to Burns, then to
SCBI 35 (J.D. Bateson and N.J. Mayhew, Scottish Coins in
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian
Museum, Glasgow, cited as AH), and then to hoards listed

in n. 2 above or to the Lockett collection (in Appendix I we
have listed the coins illustrated in Burns and SCBI 35
according to our revised classification). Where no reference
is given in our lists, the combination is represented in the
collection of one or both authors.
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craftsmen, just as Edward I had recruited foreign professionals for his recoinage. The
pattern of muling suggests that dies of class A went out of use soon after the introduction of
class M. It may also be noted that B/Al mules are very rare, while neither B/A2 nor A/B
mules have been recorded.
If placed in its alphabetical position, class B interrupts the progress from class A to class
C (now early class M). No doubt Burns recognised this difficulty when he designated this
issue as class I, and A as class II, of his first group. The position of class B very early in the
series, however, cannot seriously be questioned in the light of the mules with classes A and
early M and of a true B reverse die with the early reading Escossie Rex. It is difficult to
interpose B between A and M in view of the close connection between those issues. The
class B portraits differ in style from any others in the whole series, suggesting that the
punches were made by a different craftsman from those of A and M. One unusual feature
of class B is the apparent short life of the hair punches of which no fewer than five have
been noted, while one appears to have sufficed for A and Ma, the output of which seems
from the hoard evidence to have been at least as great, or marginally greater. Although
most of the hair punches used in class B have thin strands, which were probably easily
damaged, perhaps their apparently rapid destruction is indicative of inexperienced
die-sinkers. The possibility that class B, with dies prepared by local craftsmen, was the
earliest issue seems to be outweighed by the case for placing class A in that position. It
seems more likely that the first class B dies were made after quite a number of early class A
dies had already been produced and just before the decision was taken to alter the reverse
reading from Escossie Rex to Rex Scotorum. In that case class B dies would have been in
use simultaneously with the later part of class A and the early part of class M, or in other
words throughout most of what Burns called group I. Burns noted only one kind of mule
between his groups (II, III/I, I; or S. class FG/B; B. fig. 181). Under our classification the
obverse dies of these mules would be described as Mb2, and it is interesting to note that
this variety is, according to our sequence, the earliest one of those assigned by Burns to
group II, and the first in which any reverse other than 24 points appears. Dies of class B
thus remained in use for longer than those of class A (just as they had been introduced a
little later), but not for long enough to be muled with non-24 point reverses, with obverses
of later class M, or with dies of classes E and D.
Burns recognised the difficulties caused by his classification of group I, class III (S. class
C) and group II, class III (S. class FG), which created an artificial division in an apparently
homogeneous issue. The fine distinction between the late coins of I, III and the early ones
of II, III has confused later students and we therefore decided that it would be more logical
to combine the two in a new class, M. This class we have divided into three subclasses: Ma,
containing those early coins on which the small, neat portrait is indistinguishable from that
of class A (although there is some variation in the crown); Mc, the plentiful later coins on
which the crown is (for the first time) put in from a single, whole punch; and Mb, the
remainder, still with composite crown, but with larger portraits than that of class A. On the
earliest coins of Mb, the hair is of similar style to that of Ma, but slightly bushier and with
more rounded curls (Mbl). The composite crown is also made up of new punches. Both
the common Ma and the scarcer Mbl were included by Burns in his group I, class III,
although he did not distinguish between them in his description.
The next variety, Mb2 (B. group II, class III, First head), has a slightly larger face and a
new hair punch, very similar to the previous one but slightly more outswept and omitting
the pellet by the ear. The last of the composite crown issues, Mb3 (B. group II, class III,
Second head), is mainly distinguished by another new hair punch. Although very like the
previous one, this may be distinguished by a minute curl by the ear and the merging of the
half strand into the thicker central curl (often leaving a loop visible).
A new face is used on the earliest coins with the non-composite crown, but the hair is
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from the punch used in the previous issue (Mb3). This transitional variety, which we
describe as Mcl, was not distinguished by Burns; it is rare. The final and very plentiful
variety of this class, Mc2 (B. group II, class III, Third head), has the crown from the same
single iron as Mcl, but with a new face and bushy, upswept hair.
New punches are introduced for the next issues, consisting of classes R, E and D, and
there may well have been a gap between the production of the dies for these and the
previous issues. The proposed arrangement reverses the accepted order of E and D and is
based on the deterioration of one of the crown punches and the breaking of hair punch '1',
which is only found in its damaged state on a few coins with the lettering of class D. The
previously unrecorded variety with the portrait of E l , a barred A, a scroll-tailed R and
straight-sided uprights with curved serifs, has been designated class R because of the very
distinctive form of that letter. Reverse dies of class R (or RE, combining features of classes
R and E) are more frequent than obverse ones and it is possibly the earliest variety of this
series. Class E has been subdivided by the two varieties of hair punch, but they were
perhaps made simultaneously since they share two very similar crown punches, and the
letter A is found in its broken and unbroken state on coins with both varieties of hair. The
demand for dies was probably at its peak during the currency of class E, which covers a
period of high activity when the maximum number of mints were in operation.
Class D, which is primarily classified by the barred A, straight-sided uprights and initial
cross potent, has also been subdivided by its two hair punches. The earlier variety (Dl) has
punch i ' (that already used for class E2), which, as remarked above, breaks in the lower
part of the centre strand. Obverse dies of D l are usually found combined with reverses of
classes E and M. The majority of the coins in this class belongs to variety D2, distinguished
by the new hair punch'm'. Although some of the coins have the crown from punches used
in E - D l , on most it has a distinctive rear side fleur where the petal is a straight line rising at
an oblique angle in relation to the central one. Deterioration of the central lis is visible on
many coins and on some this has been repaired by the cutting of three lines in the shape of
an inverted arrowhead. If, as seems likely, this is one of the crowns of E, which had
become damaged and was repaired, it serves to confirm the repositioning of class D after
E.
The remaining classes, H and J, have close affinities with the early coins in the name of
John Balliol, coins of the latter class being identical to some coins of John apart from the
king's name. The relative positions of these two classes are also demonstrated by the fact
that class H exists only in the form of obverse dies muled with earlier reverses, while class J
is only known as true coins.
The portrait and lettering on the farthings and most of the halfpence so closely resemble
those on the sterlings of Mb that there can be little doubt that they should be associated
with that issue. On some coins the gaps between the side fieurs and the band of the
composite crown are clearly visible, while the strands of the hair are arranged in a manner
very similar to the hair of Mb and Mcl. The lettering also has the same characteristics as
that of class M - straight-sided uprights, rarely with serifs, a scroll-tailed R and often a long
serif to the tail of the L. Most halfpence with 12 points have this lettering on the reverse
also, but a few have reverses with the wedge-tailed R and incurved uprights associated with
class E, as do all the very rare halfpennies with 10 points. Presumably 12 points on
halfpence represents the mint of 24 points (to which all known farthings belong) and 10
points the mint of 20 points, which did not commence operations until class E.
The Supply of Dies
Ever since this series was classified by Burns the efforts of students to refine the
arrangement have been bedevilled by the superfluity of mules, especially between all the
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classes of his group II. Without a die-study of the coinage it is not possible to assess with
any precision the ratio of obverses to reverses in the various classes and mints. However,
an analysis of the proportions in various hoards yields some surprising results. In the mint
of 26 points, 18 per cent of the total coins have class D obverses, while 50 per cent have
reverses of that class; 31 per cent have M obverses but only 7 per cent have M reverses.
This imbalance between obverses and reverses of the classes applies to a lesser degree to
other mints. A comparable mismatch is to be found in the issue of English dies in 1300 to
London and Newcastle, London receiving more obverse dies of early group X and more
reverse dies of group IX, Newcastle the converse, so that X/IX mules of London and IX/X
mules of Newcastle are common, but the opposite mules are respectively excessively rare
and non-existent. 6 Since die-sinkers (like masons and many other craftsmen) were an
itinerant species in the thirteenth century, and foreign professionals were clearly engaged
for the new Scottish coinage of the 1280s, it is possible that the Alexander dies may have
been made in bulk on different occasions by journeymen die-sinkers, who would be
commissioned to supply so many obverse dies and two or three times as many reverses, of
various mints. Although in the first place matching dies would probably have been issued,
and so only true coins of the class concerned would have been struck, a number of unused
dies may still have been in stock when the journeymen came to make a fresh batch.
Subsequently, when dies were issued from stock, they would often be from different
batches (or in numismatic terms, of different classes), since there would be no need for the
official to distinguish between dies of the different varieties. Indeed, it is very doubtful
whether he would have been capable of doing so. Eventually the time would have come,
after the recoinage was completed, when some more obverse dies were needed, but there
was no experienced craftsman available; the crude obverses of class H, used with old
reverse dies, would have been the result. If this hypothesis is correct, it would perhaps be
necessary to arrange coins of classes M, E and D according to the class of the later die if the
purpose was to show the sequence in which the coins were struck, but even that may not be
the whole story if both obverse and reverse dies had been kept in stock for a period before
issue.
Although the refined classification here proposed identifies the sequence in which the
obverse dies were prepared, it does not therefore necessarily solve the problem of the
chronology of the coins themselves. One cannot even be certain that all sterlings of later
class M with M reverses were struck before the coins of classes D and E, although most
probably were. Judging from the large number of mules, there was probably still a
considerable quantity of class M dies in stock when those of classes E and D were brought
into use. If the subsequent distribution of dies was random, as suggested above, matching
pairs of class M dies could still have been sent out on occasions.
It has generally been assumed that the different combinations of mullets and stars on the
reverse were designed to indicate different mints. The recent discovery of an obverse
die-link (easily detected because of the error reading ERA for G R A ) 7 between coins with
reverses of 25 and 28 points raised the question of whether this was a correct assumption.
Although we have not looked for them systematically, in the preparation of this paper we
have noticed two other obverse die-links between different reverse combinations; one an
unusual die of Mc2, with the bust resembling that of Mcl, found with a 23 point reverse of
class M and a 24 point reverse of class E; the other an obverse of class El found with class
E reverses with both 27 and 28 points. Nevertheless, we are confident on other grounds
that the assumption of separate mints is (at least for the most part) valid. Our main reason
for this is the structure of the coinage, as illustrated by table 4. From this it can be seen that
24 point reverses alone account for the early stages of the coinage (classes A, B, Ma and
6

NC (1963), p. 100.

7

BNJ 59 (1989), 86.
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Mbl) - about 20 per cent of the total. This accords with the normal pattern of English
recoinages whereby the main mint began the new coinage first, followed within a few
months by provincial mints. In Mb2 and Mb3 two new reverses appear, with 25 and 26
points, which figure abundantly through the rest of group II, i.e. classes Mc, E and D. The
26 point mint was much the largest contributor to the coinage after 24 points, accounting
for about 23 per cent of the total and nearly 29 per cent of group II (i.e. the period during
which the regional mints were active). The 25 point mint accounts for about 9 per cent of
the total and 12 per cent of group II. The only other two mints to make a material
contribution to the coinage were those represented by 23 point and 20 point reverses, with
about 7 per cent and 5 per cent of group II respectively. The 23 point mint used dies of
classes Mc and E, the 20 point mint of E only. Four other reverse combinations occur, but
on a very small scale, 21, 22, 27 and 28 points. The 28 point mint received dies of Mc, E
and D, but it accounted for less than 2 per cent of the total group II output. Coins with 21
(M), 22 (E and D) and 27 (E) point reverses are so rare as to raise doubts whether each of
them really represents the output of a separately established mint. One cannot rule out the
possibility of error by the die-sinker, as for example in the case of a St Andrews reverse die
of John Balliol with 23 points instead of 22 (B.fig 215). Die-analysis is needed to determine
whether the Alexander sterlings with 21, 22 and 27 point reverses each constitute discrete
groups consistent with the exiguous output of very minor mints, especially in view of the
27-28 point die-link.
To summarize the pattern, assuming all nine reverse combinations to represent different
mints, we have one mint operating alone in the early stages of the recoinage (classes A, B,
Ma and Mbl), three with obverse dies of class Mb2-3, six with obverses of Mc, all nine
with obverses of class E, and five with obverses of class D. If the Scottish coinage had
followed the pattern of the English, there ought to have been a period at the end during
which only one or two mints were operating, in the middle and late 1280s. But there is no
substantive class from dies produced later than those of class D, and if post-recoinage
activity did continue at a few mints it must have been from dies already made during the
recoinage period. That some reverse dies at least were available later is evident from their
use in combination with obverses of class H and eventually of John Balliol. It is noteworthy
that the reverses combined with H obverses are of the three main mints with 24, 25 and 26
points; and that the mules with Balliol obverses involved 24 and 26 point reverses (the
latter a type not otherwise used in Balliol's coinage). 8 Furthermore, both the H obverse
dies combined with 26 point reverses (B.205-6) were also used with 24 point reverses, in
addition to the obverse die-links now discovered between different reverse combinations in
the later stages of the regular series. One explanation of this could be that, after coinage
ceased at the regional mints, their dies were returned to the centre and some of them later
reused (at the 24 point mint, or wherever coinage continued). Another could be that the
system of distinguishing between the output of different mints by reverse combinations was
simply not, or not rigorously, sustained after the main activity of the recoinage (the
confusion between London and Durham obverse dies shows what could happen in a
generally well organized phase of the English coinage). 9 If reverse dies remained in stock
beyond the needs of the recoinage mints, they might just have been used up indiscriminately. More work is needed to establish the extent of obverse die-linking between
reverse combinations before we can do more than guess what may have happened.
Hoards buried c. 1290 indicate that all combinations of group II dies were in circulation
by then. 1 0 Unfortunately there has been no Edwardian hoard found in recent times buried

8
B. fig 211A (24 points); Stewart, 'Mints', pp. 280-1, no.
23 (26 points).

9
10

BNJ 54 (1984), 84-5.
E.g. Broughton (see n. 2).
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between 1280 and 1290, and in the absence of any documentary evidence, we must await
such a discovery before attempting to produce any sort of absolute chronology for the
Alexandrian series. If any coinage took place after 1286, during the 'reign' of Alexander's
infant grand-daughter Margaret, the class H coins perhaps have the best claim. In the
middle ages, the ruler's name was often not changed early, or at all, in a new reign if there
was no change in the coinage itself; thus William the Lion's coinage continued for about
fifteen years after his death, as Henry II's had in England throughout the reigns of Richard
I and John. To the interregnum of 1290-2, between Margaret's death and the election of
John, one might perhaps attribute the very rare coins of class J, which are of the same
fabric and design as Balliol's first issue, differing only in the king's name. It is difficult to
see why, once a coinage had been begun with John's name, a die should have been made
with Alexander's, but it would have been the natural (and safest) choice when the throne
was in dispute. Such attributions are, however, entirely speculative, and it must be noted
that there is a good numismatic case for the class J dies belonging within the body of John's
early coinage rather than before it.
CLASSIFICATION
Class A (Burns group I, class II; Stewart class A)
Small neat lettering with closed c and E. Straight-sided uprights, sometimes with serifs.
A usually unbarred. Thick-waisted S. Scroll-tailed R. Initial cross potent or pattee (one die,
B. 147, has three pellets instead). Obv. reads ALEXSANDER DEI G'CIA, G'SIA, G'RA or
GRA, usually with pellet or colon stops. G'CIA and G'SIA, only recorded with class A
reverses, may be the earliest.
Small face with hair f and neat crown, which is possibly composite, since a few coins have
the front fieur slightly misplaced, although this might be due to damage. Usually a pellet on
each cusp between the fleurs.
Two reverse readings:
1. XES/COS/SIE/REX, usually with colon after SIE; and
2.

REX-/SCO/T:TO/RVM.

Reverse combinations (24 points only):
A l . B. 148.
A2. B. 147, 147A (G'EIA and SEO), 148A, 148B (reads - A D E R ; Same obv. die as B.149).
M. B. 149 (same obv. die as B. 148B).
Burns (p. 168) records II/I (i.e. A/B) mules, but we have not traced one.
Class B (B. group I, class I; S. class B)
Larger lettering with open C and E. Broad, straight-sided uprights with serifs. A usually
barred. L with tall, thin front. X with pointed, square or pattee ends. Wedge-tailed R.
Thin-waisted, composite S. Distinctive M with tongue instead of v in centre. Initial cross
potent or pattee. Reading now ALEXANDER DEI GRA or G'RA.
The crown is composite, with hooked petals. One of the side fleurs is often placed low on
the band and the insertion of the central lis is clearly visible on some coins.
There are five hair punches, a-e. We have lettered these from the simplest to the most
complex, but their sequence, if they were not used indiscriminately, has not been
established. All are found with both B2 and M reverses. Hair e, the most complex, is alone
muled with A l reverses, and may therefore be early; while hair c alone is found combined
with the B1 reverse. A narrow face with long neck and very thin curls below the crown
(described by Burns as 'sunk spaces') is usual with hair e (B. 143^4), occasional with others
(e.g. B. 141 and 145, hair c). Hairs a-d are normally associated with a wider face (e.g. B.
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142 and 146), with distinctly outlined oval eyes and thick curls below the crown. One
obverse die with hair e (muled with M rev.) has the wider face and omits the sceptre.
Two reverse readings:
1.

XES/COS/SIE:/REX;

and

2. R E X / S C O / T O R / V M + (the standard reading for all subsequent classes except J).
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
Hair a. B2 (B. 142); M (Aberdeen 1983, 76/3 and 5).
Hair b. B2; M (B. 146).
Hair c. B1 (Lockett 778); B2 (B. 141); M (B. 145).
Hair d. B2 (AH 176, 180); M (AH 187-9).
Hair e. A 1 (B. 143); B2 (AH 175, 181); M (B. 144).
Class M (B. group I, class III and group II, class III; S. classes C and FG)
Straight-sided lettering, usually without serifs but these are normal in Mbl-2 and also
occur sometimes in Ma and M b 3 . u Open C and E. Usually unbarred A. R with curled tail,
occasionally (on late dies) a wedge. S usually thick-waisted and composite. L mostly with
long, thin upright stroke at end of tail. Initial cross plain, or often slightly pattee early in
the class. The normal reading now (and for the rest of the series except classes H and J) is
GRA, often with a contraction line above R.
Ma and Mb have composite crowns, Mc an integral one. Pellets on the cusps are found
(though rarely) in all the sub-divisions except Mc2 (e.g. B. 155, 157, 158). Based on crown
and hair punches, the sub-classes are as follows:
Ma (Most of B. group I, class III and of S. class C)
Face and hair as class A, probably from same punches. There is variation in the crown,
which on some coins appears to be from the same punches as class A. On others the central
lis and/or end fleurs differ, but this may be due to wear and perhaps repair of the punches.
On some coins the insertion of the central lis is clearly visible, and many have a misplaced
end fieur.
Rare early coins (e.g. Dover 323) read A L E X S A N D E R D E I G ' R A (cf. class A); being
transitional, such coins may be described as class AM. Sometimes (probably mostly early)
there are stops within (e.g. Dover 343-4) or at the end of the obverse legend, where a
colon (or triple colon) is frequently found (e.g. Dover 342 and 360).
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
A1 (B. 156); A2 (B. 155); B2 (B. 153-4); M (B. 150-2).
Mbl (Part of B. group I, class III and of S. class C)
As Ma but slightly larger face, and the hair punch (g) is wider and rounder. Most coins
appear to have the crown from new punches with neater fleurs and often a thicker band.
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
B2 (B. 158); M (B. 157).
Mb2 (B. group II, class III, First head; part of S. class(es) FG)
As Mbl, but face again slightly wider, and with a thicker neck (although a few appear to
have the face of Mbl, e.g. B. 182). Hair from new punch (h) which is wider than (g) and
has no pellet by the ear; a few coins show a more complex hair punch of similar shape (hh).
The large central lis (of which in its early state the side petals often resemble arrowheads)
is usually placed low on the band of the crown, and a gap is often visible between one or
both of the side fleurs and the band.
11
The disappearance of serifs does not exactly coincide
with the introduction of Burns's'Third Head', here class Mc,
but their frequent occurrence on coins with his 'First' and

'Second Heads' was the reason why an attempt was made in
The Scottish Coinage to divide class III of Burns group II
into class F and class G.
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Reverse combinations:
24 points. B2 (B. 181); M (B. 178); R (AH 232); E (B. 183); D (B. 182).
25 points. M (B. 179).
Mb3 (Most of B. group II, class III, Second head; part of S. class FG)
Face resembles the normal (wider) one of Mb2, but usually with a thinner neck. New
hair punch (i). Crown from same punches as Mb2.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 184); E (B. 189); D (B. 187).
25 points. M (B. 185A); E (B. 190) and RE (Aberdeen 1974, 141/5); D (B. 188).
26 points. E (B. 191); D (B. 188A).
Mcl (Part of B. group II, class III, Second head; part of S. class FG)
Same hair punch (i) as Mb3 (usually broken below rear end of crown), but new integral
crown from a punch with the side petals of the central lis usually straight-sided
(occasionally - early ? - they are rounded, but the crown may be distinguished from the
composite crown of Mb3 by the larger petals of the side fleurs). New face punch, which is
less fine than that of Mb3 and has a more prominent nose. The neck is often thinner, and
the shoulder pointed; often there is a thin line running along the bottom of the truncation
towards the back. The tail of the letter L is usually a large wedge, without the thin upright
extension. Mcl obverses often have loosely dotted circles (e.g. B. 185).
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (AH 220); E; D (AH 217).
23 points. M (B. 185).
26 points. M (B. 186); E (AH 283); D.
Mc2 (B. group II, class III, Third head; part of S. class FG)
Same crown as Mcl, but new upswept hair (j). Bust occasionally like Mcl (e.g. B. 198),
but usually a narrower face and neck. The face is neat, with a flatter profile; there may be
more than one punch, since there appears to be some variation in size and some coins
exhibit a straight profile (e.g. B. 200, 203), others a distinct break between the top of the
nose and the forehead (e.g. B. 201, 204). The shoulder is again prominently indicated on
the narrow neck punch, and the truncation often shows a slight step, giving the appearance
of a heel and foot (e.g. B. 199).
Burns notes deterioration of letter punches, notably R (often wedge-tailed) and S; the
tail of L is sometimes a plain wedge as in Mcl, but often has the thin upright extension.
Occasionally N is reversely barred. A few obverses have a large and very thin initial cross.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 198); R (Aberdeen 1984, 135/3); E (B. 203); D (B. 201A).
21 points. M (Bootham hoard).
23 points. M (B. 199-200).
25 points. D (Dover 534, pi. ix, 20).
26 points. M (B. 201); E (B. 204); D (B. 202).
28 points. M (Dover 631, pi. ix, 24).
Class R (B. - , S. - )
Straight-sided lettering with concave serifs; barred A; distinctive letter R with circular
loop and curved tail. Pure dies of class R are extremely rare, and known only with 24
points. However, the barred A and distinctive R of class R are occasionally found on dies
with lettering otherwise of class E, and these may be described as class RE; examples we
have noted are an obverse die basically of class E l , but with the A of class R (26 points,
RE/D), and reverses with 23 (E2/RE) and 25 points (Mb3/RE and E2/RE) which include
the distinctive R of class R with lettering generally of class E.
The face resembles that of Mb3, and is used with the hair punch of class El (k). The
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non-composite crown (the same as in class E) has narrower and more rounded petals to the
central lis than the crown of Mc.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. R (Dover 402, pi. ix, 15 and Renfrew 552, pi. xiii, 13); M (Aberdeen 1984,
135/1).
Class E (B. group II, class II; S. class E)
Lettering with incurved uprights and A unbarred (one obv. of El has the barred A of
class R). Open C and E, although the wide wedges used often make them appear closed.
Letter R wedge-tailed, letter S thin-waisted with small wedges. Initial cross pattee, except
occasionally in E2.
Most obverse dies used with 20 point reverses have a pellet between D and E of
ALEXANDER (e.g. B. 165), or rarely a wedge or crescent (B. 166). A mark in this position
is found on a few obverses combined with other reverses (e.g. AH 257, 23 points; cf. Dover
387, pi. ix, 12).
There are two obverse varieties by reference to the hair punches, but the dies of both
may have been produced or issued concurrently (the use of RE reverse dies, presumably
early, with obverse dies of E2 would support this).
El
Hair punch (k). Non-composite crown (as class R), with petals of the central lis narrower
and more rounded than in Mc: possibly two punches, one with a more deeply scalloped
band especially noticeable by the rear side fleur (cf. AH 276 with 274), but this could be
due merely to differences in depth of punching into the die.
Faces are small and neat (resembling those of Mc2). The normal form has a more
prominent jaw (e.g. B. 169, 174) than a smaller version that is similar to one found also in
E2 (e.g. B. 172).
An El die with the error reading ERA is found with reverses of both 25 (M) and 28 (E)
points.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M; E (B. 169); D.
20 points. E, often with pellet in SCO and two in VM+ quarters (B.165, 168A).
23 points. E (B. 168).
25 points. M (B. 177).
26 points. M (B.177A); E (AH 274); D (B. 174).
27 points. E (B.171, same obv. die as B. 172, 28 points).
28 points. E (B.172, same obv. die as B. 171, 27 points).
E2
Hair from new punch (1), but crown as in E l . Some coins have small face (perhaps the
same as the smaller face of E l ) , with the jaw curved (e.g. B. 170, 175; AH 248); more
usually the jaw is angular and the chin tips downwards (e.g. B. 166, 168A; AH 247).
Sometimes the initial cross is plain.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 176); E (AH 206-8, 210); D (B. 172A).
20 points. E (B. 166).
21 points. M (B. 175).
22 points. E (B. 167).
23 points. E (Dover 387, pi. ix. 12; also class RE).
25 points. E (also RE); D (B. 173).
26 points. M; E (B. 170); D.
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Class D (B. group II, class I; S. class D)
Straight-sided letters, usually with serifs; barred A; R with wedge-and-pellet (or wedge)
tail; C with peaked waist and fishtail wedges; initial cross potent (rarely plain). Loosely
dotted circles sometimes on obverse (e.g. B. 163), more often on reverse (e.g. B. 172A,
187, 201A; AH 217, 237).
Dl.
Hair (1) as in E2, the middle strand of which breaks. Crown from same punches as in
class E, but on one punch the central fleur deteriorates into a trefoil and the rear fleur
becomes damaged. A few dies have an unusual face with bulbous nose (e.g. B. 164).
Obverse dies of D l are normally found muled, with reverses of M or E.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M; E (B. 161).
25 points. M (B. 164).
26 points. E (B. 162-3); D.
28 points. E (B. 163B).
D2.
New hair punch (m). There is some slight variation in the profile but it is unclear whether
or not this is due to the use of separate punches. There is also variation in the crown and
the punches of E l and D l , both unbroken and broken, appear to have been used. One
punch may have been extensively repaired (e.g. B. 158A and 159), after the rear fleur
broke (replaced by a thin line); the front fleur may also have been recut; and the central
fleur, after deteriorating, was later recut to resemble an inverted arrowhead. Very rarely
there are pellets on the cusps (e.g. B. 159).
24 points. M; E; D (B. 158A).
22 points. E.
25 points. M (B. 163A); E; D (B. 159).
26 points. E (AH 268-70); D (B. 160).
Class H (B. 'Anomalous'; S. class H)
Gaunt face, with wireline hair and crude crown (usually with the vertical petal of central
fleur broken). GR, GRA or GRAC. Letters with incurved uprights, unbarred A, scroll-tailed
R. Initial cross pattee. Obverse dies only, combined with reverses of classes M, E and D.
The only obverse dies combined with 26 point reverses are also found with reverses of 24
points.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 207); E; D.
25 points. M (Middridge).
26 points. E (B. 205-6).
Class J (B. 'Balliol' types; S. class I)
Dies from same punches as some of John Balliol's first issue (cf. B. 210B). Crude plain
lettering. Face with flat profile and large pellet eye; very crude crown; short, bushy hair.
The only known obverse die reads GR. The reverse inscription is divided, as on John's early
coins, + RE/XSC/OTO/RVM. Reverse dies with 24 points only (B. 209; and two other reverses
which have been found used also with John obverses - see pi. 13, no. 30).
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TABLE 2.

A

B

Reverse
class
A
B
M

M
a

24

24

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse classes.
* - includes some reverse dies of RE

bl b2 b3

24

24

24

24

24 24

24

24

24 24 24

R
cl c2

24 24
21
23 23

24

25 25
26 26
28
R

24

E

24 24

24

25*
26

D

24 24
25
26

24 24

26 26

24 24
25
26 26

E

D

H

El E2

Dl D2

24 24
21

24 24

24

25
26 26

25 25

25

24 24
20 20
22
23 23*
25*
26 26
27
28

24 24

24

24 24
25
26 26

24
25
26 26

24

22
25
26 26

26

28
24

J

TABLE 3.

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse points
X - true coin; m - mule; * - includes RE
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TABLE 3.

Reverse
Type Class
24

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse points
x - true coin; m - mule; * - includes RE

Obverse classes
B

A/_
bl b2 b3

A1
A2

m
m

Bl
B2

m

m

M

x

x x x

cl c2

E
El E2

D
D1 D2

m
x

R

m

E

m

m

D

m

m

x

m
m m

J
20

E

21

M

22

E

23

M
E

25

26

M
E
D
M
E
D

27
28

M
E

H

x
x x

m

m*

m

m

m
m
x

m
x

m
x

x*
m

m
m

x"

x x
m m
m m

m
x
m

m
x
m
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HAIR PUNCHES (see fig. 1)

Wire-line punches (Class B).
Basically these are composed of three strands (four in'd') with a row of curls at the base.
The inner strand is a flattened reversed S shape with a mark in the upper curve - referred
to as the inner curl. The second (middle) strand ends in a large pellet or blob which is
contained within the lower half of the inner strand.
(a) This punch is the simplest in the series. The outer strand, which is the most curved of
the three and is sometimes broken away at the lower back, comes inwards at the
bottom towards the pellet within the front lower curl. It converges with the second
strand at the upper end just before they meet the top of the inner one, constituting a
point aiming forwards and upwards. The inner curl is a small oval blob. Beneath the
outer strand, projecting to the rear and sometimes (depending upon the angle at
which the hair punch was put into the die) slightly downwards, is a large solid tuft.
(b) The middle and lower parts of this punch are very similar to (a). At the top, however,
the three strands do not meet in a point but continue separately upwards and forwards
towards the crown, with a small incipient fourth strand, little more than a wedge,
between the inner and central strands at the top. The rear curl tuft at the bottom is
perhaps a little flatter than in (a).
(c) A complicated punch, all details of which are rarely visible on any one coin. It consists
of two full strands at the back with three shorter ones in front. The outer strand
almost touches the blob at the base of the second. This entails the lower end of it
curving quite sharply inwards at the bottom, leaving a clear gap between it and the
row of tufts below. The second strand follows the outline of the outer one. Between
the tops of the second and inner strands are two short strands. One starts at the front
top and follows the inner strand round to about two-thirds of the way down. The
other, of similar length, is very thin and disposed more diagonally than the first. It
touches the back of this and then extends into the second (main) strand, although this
extension is often not visible. The inner strand does not extend to the top. The inner
curl is a tiny crescent. The lower curl tufts coalesce with the back of the front bottom
curl and their outline at the back resembles the bows of a boat. The row of curls is
rather short so that the bottom of the punch is narrower than the top.
(d) Four thin strands, carefully spaced and following a similar contour, give this punch a
very distinctive appearance. The inner curl, often not visible, is a tiny mark, more like
a dash than a curl, and is placed above the middle of the upper curve of the inner
strand. The row of curls consists of two half-curls behind the large front curl. On some
dies these two half-curls and the back of the main curl are disconnected from the rest
and appear to be in slightly different positions, as if the corner of the punch split off
and was added separately.

Ornate punch (Class B).
(e) This is the most complex punch in the whole series, and as such almost defies verbal
description. Three strands strike downwards and backwards from the top. The outer
one curves round to provide the back of the hair, and meets the middle one at the
lower end. The middle strand is wavy and divides into two between its ends. The inner
one at its lower end divides into three tails which curl forwards. In front of this is a
tiny inner curl and below it a half strand, which turns back to form the front part of
the bottom row. Behind this are two crescents.
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Standard punches (Classes M, R, E & D).
Like the wire-line punches, these are primarily based on three main strands (four in 'j' and
'k') - a reversed S and two curves. However, these strands are generally thicker and more
curvaceous and the middle one does not end in a blob. Stylistically they divide into two
main groups - (f) to (j) used in class M and (k) to (m) found in the other classes. For
convenient reference, all punches are described in the same order starting with the outer
strand and proceeding left to the inner (reversed S) strand and the inner curl contained in
its upper half.
Narrow hair (Burns group I)
(f)

Three and a half strands. Narrower shape than any other in class M.
Outer strand. Touches half strand at top back.
Second strand. Coalesces with inner strand at top.
Inner strand. Shapely reversed S curling backwards at the bottom so as to leave a clear
hollow in front of the row of curls and joins the front curl-tuft in its middle.
Inner curl. Within upper curve of the inner strand placed towards the top; sometimes
reduced to a pellet.
Row of curls. Three separate tufts; the first one is a thin crescent joining the lower tip
of the inner strand.
(g) Three and a half strands. Slightly broader and more rounded than (f).
Outer strand. Clear of the half strand which is more horizontal than in (f).
Second strand. Does not merge with inner one as in (f), but comes very close so that
the points of the two together give a forked appearance.
Inner strand. Less curvaceous than (f) and curls round at the bottom to include the
first tuft of the row of curls.
Inner curl. Near bottom of upper curve of inner strand.
Row of curls. Three separate tufts, the first within the inner strand.

Bushy hair (Burns group II).
(h) Three and a half strands. Similar style to (g) but broader and without inner curl.
Outer strand. Broader than (g), often with a small break at rear top. On some coins it
appears to consist of two wire-line strands down the back - we call this version (hh); it
also seems to include some other thin lines, but we have not seen enough specimens to
establish whether it was a similar punch soon discarded or a punch that was recut in
the normal form of hair (h) (see pi. 13, no. 13).
Second strand. Also broader than (g).
Inner strand. Turns sharply back on itself at bottom, where it is larger and broader
than in (g).
Inner curl. Normally none although some coins give the appearance of having a
minute curl by the ear, and there is a small curl within the upper loop of the inner
strand on the (hh) variety.
Row of curls. Similar to (g), but the tufts are broader.
(i) Three main strands.
Outer strand. Thin and continuous, becoming flawed near the rear corner of the
crown in Mcl.
Second strand. A very thin strand is connected with the main strand at the top creating
a small loop.
Inner strand. Not very close to the second strand. The bottom curls round to include
the first tuft as in (h).
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Inner curl. Small curl in upper loop of inner strand.
Row of curls. Behind the base of the inner strand there are four narrow tufts of which
the third and fourth follow upwards the line of the outer strand.
Four strands. Easily recognisable since it is shorter and more swept up at the back
than any other.
Outer strand. Thin and sometimes appears to have an extra, thin, horizontal line
above it at the top. The outer strand deteriorates and the vertical part ultimately
disappears.
Second and third strands. Two thick locks within the outer strand, all close together.
Inner strand. Thick crescent which does not reach the bottom row of curls.
Inner curl. Crescent touching the bottom point of the inner strand.
Row of curls. This consists of a long horizontal element, a shorter middle tuft sloping
upwards and a final, narrower tuft even further up.
Four and a half strands (three thick and one and a half very thin). This is a very subtle
punch of which all of the details are very rarely visible on any one coin. The contour
of it does not protrude upwards and outwards as much as does that of hair (1).
Outer strand. A thin line proceeding in a steady curve from near the top front to the
back of the row of curls, which it approaches almost vertically; the almost horizontal
top is often invisible through having been overpunched by the crown; the lower back
sometimes (especially on worn coins) seems to coalesce with the adjacent thick
strand. The half thin strand, slightly curved, runs along the top between the outer and
second strands with which it sometimes seems to merge towards the back.
Second strand. Thick strand thinner on the downsweep than in the backsweep and,
like the outer strand, it approaches the row of curls almost vertically.
Third strand. Thick strand very slightly forked at the top front, although this is often
not visible; it curves round fully at the bottom so that its lower end is pointing almost
horizontally forwards. The fact that the bottom of it runs almost parallel above the
row of curls gives an appearance of a horizontal gap between the strands of the hair
and the row of curls.
Inner strand. Thick crescent with outward pointing tips.
Inner curl. Very thin and rather flatter, this fouls the tips of the inner strand and
extends downwards and backwards to form the front of the row of curls; however, its
upper part, within the inner strand, is frequently invisible, probably because it broke
or wore away, and the resultant impression is of a reversed S.-shaped curve,
consisting, in the upper part, of the inner strand and, in the lower part, of the bottom
of this curl.
Row of curls. Several small, neat blobs, rising slightly towards the back, so that the
lower edge is, if anything, very slightly convex.
Three thick strands, which fit well within each other and give an impression of hair
swept well backwards and upwards. There appears to be a flat thin line at the top on
some dies, but on others it disappears into the crown.
Outer strand. Sweeps well out behind the line of the end of the row of curls; some coins
show a hair-line crescent connecting the outer strand with the end of the row of curls.
Second strand. Approaches the row of curls at a similar angle to the outer strand, in
contrast to hair (k). A break develops across the middle towards its lower end; this is
found only on some dies of D l .
Inner strand. Points forwards and downwards without developing into a second loop.
Inner curl. Extremely slender and only occasionally visible; only noticed on E2 dies
and it presumably broke away early on.
Row of curls. Starts well forward of the inner strand and is relatively short with the
bottom more or less straight.
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(m) Three thick strands more broadly disposed than (1).
Outer strand. Thinner than that of (1), and rising to a higher peak at the rear. The
lower end does not tuck in towards the back of the row of curls as much as (1). At this
lower end the punch loses its tip so that on many examples it appears to terminate well
above and to the rear of the row of curls.
Second strand. Often appears thick in the middle, but in fact has a thin strand in the
hollow of its arc which coalesces with it. There is a noticeable gap between this strand
and the inner one.
Inner strand. This extends forwards and then downwards, to contribute the first of the
curl-tufts, in a reversed S shape.
Inner curl. Distinctive, being one of the salient features of this hair and much more
prominent than the inner curl of (1) in the rare cases where that can be seen.
Row of curls. The lower outline shows the front half angled more steeply downwards
than the rear half, and in the middle there is a slight gap between the two groups of
curls.

REVERSES
24 points
A1 The normal reading is XES COSSIE: REX (B.156), with a dot in each angle of the initial
X, and sometimes with a stop after REX (B.148). Occasionally the colon after SIE is
omitted (B.143). One die has a colon after REX and a triple colon after SIE; it also has
rather larger and finer mullets than the normal (dumpy) ones (RCL V, 102). All coins with
reverses of A1 are rare, especially the mules with obverses of B (hair e only noted: B.143)
and Ma (B.156). One A1 reverse die has been found in combination with obverse dies of
all three classes (Dover 322, RCL V, 105 and B.156).
A2 Normal reading REX. SCO T:TO RVM. A die with T.T has E for C and V punched over O
(B.147A). Dies with a colon (Stewart) or no stop (Dover 362) after REX have also been
noted. Coins from A2 dies are slightly more plentiful than those of A l , but still rare,
especially those with obverses of Ma (B.155). The B/A2 combination is not on record.
B1 Coins of class B reading XES COS SIE: :REX are of extreme rarity. On the only die we
have seen the mullets in the first three quarters have protruding whiskers, possibly due to
double punching of the iron in the die.
B2 Very common, especially with obverses of B. We have not seen an A/B mule but
mules with obverses of M are plentiful and include not only those described by Burns in his
group I (Ma and Mbl), but also the only inter-group mules that he defined (Mb2 - part of
B. group II, class III). The cross after VM is normally potent, as on the obverse, but a plain
cross is (rarely) found (Dover 482). B. 154 shows the M with normal v centre, instead of the
usual wedge, and also larger mullets (cf. Al). There are three varieties of X: 1, with
pointed ends (e.g. B.142); 2, made up of four wedges, with ends appearing square or
slightly pattee (e.g. B.141); and 3, with ends potent, like the cross (e.g. Dover 360). Many
of the Ma/B mules have the third X.
M. Reverses of class M are extremely common and have been found with every class and
variety of obverse from A to H. Mules with A, R and E, are, however, rare. The cross is
usually plain or slightly pattee, occasionally more so (especially early, e.g. Dover 323).
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Among minor reverse varieties noted are a point after REX (Dover 326); REO (RCL V,
80); SEO (RCL V, 74); and VMX. The C is normally open, with small wedges at top and
bottom, but occasionally there are larger wedges which join to give the appearance of a
closed E (Dover 326). The larger mullets are found very rarely.
R. Extremely rare; only recorded with Mb2, Mc2 and R obverses. Cross plain or pattee
(Dover 402).
E. Very common, especially with M obverses; known with all varieties of obverse from
Mb2 to H except R, and also as mules with Balliol (B.211A). Mullets often less dumpy
than in A, B and M.
D. Common, but only as mules with M obverses; known with all varieties of obverse
from Mb2 to H, except D l . The H/D coin is known to us from only one specimen.
Sometimes the cross is plain (B.172A, 187).
J.

Very rare but at least five dies noted; all very coarse.

20 points (Not rare)
E only. No mules. The points in the SCO and VM+ quarters are more usually found with
El obverses, and so may be earlier than the plain reverse dies. But El/plain and E2/points
can hardly be described as mules, since the difference between El and E2 would not have
been significant; probably both kinds of dies were issued together.
21 points (Extremely rare)
M only. Usually found muled with E. One die with 6 points in SCO quarter (B.175),
another with 6 points in TOR quarter (Dover 381). The true coin of M (Bootham) has the 6
points in the VM+ quarter.
22 points (Very rare)
E only. Mostly true coins; one D/E mule. The 6 points are always in the REX and TOR
quarters (B.167).
23 points (Not rare)
M. No mules. 5 points normally in VM+ quarter (B.185, 199); very rarely in REX quarter
(B.200). A slightly peak-waisted C is occasionally found, but should not be confused with
class D (Dover 395).
E. No mules. 5 points in VM+ quarter (B.168). A few coins (E2/RE) have the letter R of
class R; one of them has M inverted.
25 points (Plentiful; 7 points always in VM+ quarter)
M. Not rare either as true coins (B.179, 180, 185A), or as mules with E (B.177) and D
(B.163A, 164); unique specimen of H/M in Middridge.
E. Very rare muled with Mb3 (B.190) and D2 (Middridge), and as a true coin. A few
coins (Mb3/RE and E2/RE) noted with the letter R of class R.
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D. Not rare with M (B.188) or D (B.159) obverses, but rare as E/D mule (B.173).
Sometimes a plain cross (B.173, Dover 399). Mullets usually dumpy, but occasionally finer
with smaller piercing.
26 points (Very common)
M. Scarce either as true coins (B.201), especially with Mcl obverse (B.186), or as E/M
mules (B.177A). Not known with D obverses. Usually mullets in REX and TOR quarters,
rarely stars (Dover 603).
E. Plentiful as true coins (B.170) or muled with M (B.191, 204) or D (B.162, 163). Also
found with H obverses (B.205, 206) and as a mule with John Balliol. Usually stars in REX
and TOR quarters, but not infrequently mullets (B.163, Dover 621 and 629).
D. Common as true coins (B.160) or muled with M (B.188A, 202) and especially E
(B.174). Always stars in REX and TOR quarters. Sometimes larger stars and mullets
(B.174).
27 points (Extremely rare)
E.

True coin only (B.171). Mullet in VM+ quarter.

28 points (Rare)
M.

True coin only (Dover 631), very rare.

E.

Normally the true coin (B.172); D/E extremely rare (B.163B).

LETTERING
Some general comments about epigraphy may be found useful as this is the feature by which the classes are
defined. We have noticed considerable minor variation, even within classes, sometimes because (as in large
classes like B and M) more than one punch or group of punches was employed for a letter; sometimes because
the same punches deteriorated, by losing serifs or other excrescences, or even slightly changed shape as a result
of repeated hammering; sometimes because the component parts of a composite letter were placed differently
in relation to each other or punched into the die at a slightly different angle; and sometimes because changes to
the surface of the die through repeated striking, or as a result of polishing or filing, could alter the contour of
the indentations in it. We have drawn some of the more characteristic letters that are of most assistance for
classification, but (for the reasons just given) they are representative of general shape rather than an exact
depiction of the form on a particular coin (fig. 2). Of the three letters that occur on both sides, E, R and X, only
R exhibits sufficiently marked differences to be consistently useful as a criterion.
Class A presents the fewest problems. Lettering is not much needed for identification, since its reverses have
special readings and its obverses have an S in Alexsander, which only otherwise occurs on a few early dies of
class M which may be regarded as transitional (AM). The most characteristic letters of class A are the closed C
and E (fig.a), with neat fronts, which are unlike anything in the other classes, although sometimes the
composite C or E on later classes shows a closed (but different) appearance as a result of coalescence between
the wedges which protrude from the crescent that forms the back of the letter. Generally, the letters of class A
are smaller and tidier (e.g. the S) than elsewhere in the coinage. The letter A is occasionally barred, usually on
obverse dies used with reverses of class M (e.g. Dover 323).
Class M, being much the largest, not surprisingly shows some variation in the letter punches used, although
they conform in certain basic respects - the A unbarred between the limbs, the C and E generally open, the R
shaped and tidy, and the uprights of the letters straight. The letters on dies of Ma seem generally smaller than
on later varieties of the class, perhaps as a result of the use of punches (other than C and E) from class A. The
A of class M (fig. d) differs from the dumpy unbarred A of class E in having thinner legs and a wider top-bar
(which is often narrower in the middle, as if made of two elongated wedges). Serifs to the stems of relevant
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letters are usual on obverses of Mbl-2, sometimes occur on Ma and Mb3, but rarely thereafter. This could have
been the result of damage or wear to punches. M reverses muled with B obverses (and so probably early) also
tend to have serifs, while those muled with E and D obverses (and so probably later) generally do not. The
serifs fade away not only from the obvious letters such as I, M and R, but also from L (which also loses a long
upward projection from the wedge which forms its foot, fig. g) and T. However, the loss of serifs cannot be
regarded as an absolutely reliable indicator of sequence since new punches, again with serifs, were possibly
introduced. The shank of T is not a stem with parallel sides but slopes slightly outwards towards the bottom
(where it starts with serif, fig. e), and its top is a bar with a slightly narrower centre and drooping ends. In later
state (fig. f) the T loses the bottom serif, and the shank rises to a near-point flanked by two wedges. The S of
class M varies in appearance, and at least on a number of dies is composite. But it always has a thick centre,
tipped downwards to the right, and with the top and bottom curves not too close to it. The whole letter is less
compact, and its centre perhaps not quite so thick, as the tidy S of class E, and it may also be readily
distinguished from the bulbous S of class D. The R on early M dies appears to be a little smaller than on the
later ones (fig. h); while towards the end of the class its neatly shaped tail loses its terminal curl and as a result
of the damage becomes (or is replaced by) a triangular wedge. Although C is almost invariably open, it
occasionally appears closed (e.g. B 184).
There should be little difficulty in identifying the lettering of class B, which is bold and large. The thick
uprights have prominent serifs, and the A is usually with centre bar. Superficially there is some resemblance to
the lettering of class D, but on each side there are distinctive letters. The L of class B (fig. b) has a long thin,
upturned front, almost as high as the upright, and with no horizontal wedge at the bottom as in all other classes.
On the reverse S (fig. c) and M are of forms unparalleled in other classes: the 'wasp-waisted' S consisting of two
crescents and two wedges, and the M of two uprights with a single vertical tongue between them.
Class D, also with barred A and (usually) serifs, has individual forms of the letters C, R and S. A sometimes
appears solid on a few late coins. The C (fig. r) consists of a thick crescent with a prominently peaked front and
two fish-tail wedges (occasionally a peaked C is found on late reverses of class M, but the peaking is less marked
and the wedges are triangular). The R (fig. u) consists of a thick, usually seriffed stem, a thick crescent and
either a tail composed of a triangle (sometimes apparently with slightly concave sides) with a pimple at its outer
end or (perhaps when the elaborate pimple-tail broke) a plain wedge. The S appears to come in two sizes of
nearly identical form. It has a bulbous centre which, unlike the thick waisted S's of classes M and E, tends to be
disposed horizontally and not tilted down to the right; its top and bottom often look more flat than curved and
may be asymmetrical to each other. The normal L of class D (fig. t) has a serif top, a stem with a straight back
but the front narrowing towards the bottom, and a wedge foot. The T has a shank consisting of a wedge with
gently incurved sides surmounted by a narrow top bar, the ends of which droop prominently downwards (fig.
s).
The very rare class R, with cross potent (usually) and barred A, may at first sight be confused with class D.
But the lettering is in fact much more elegant than that of class D and quite distinctive in some respects. For
instance, it has slightly concave seriffed ends to the uprights. The most useful criterion is the R which has a
thinner and more nearly circular loop than in any other class, and a tail like a reversed comma (fig. m). The top
bar of the A and T (fig. j) is straight, with slight widening at each end. The peak at the top of the G (fig. k) is
continuous with its body, and not a wedge. S is neatly shaped, from a single punch, as a figure of 8 with a small
serif at top right and bottom left; it has a thickened waist in the manner of the S of class E. The back of the L
projects slightly at the bottom (fig. 1). Great care must have been taken in making the letter punches for class
R. Occasionally the odd punch from class R seems to have been used on dies that in other respects conform
with class E, but it is a mystery why otherwise they were not more fully used.
Class E is easily recognised by the dumpy, concave-sided lettering. The A (fig. n) has no centre bar, and only
a short top bar; it is much dumpier than the unbarred A of class M, and the outsides of its limbs are slightly
convex. Sometimes the A has a barred appearance as a result of an indentation to the right limb, or the left limb
may be damaged at the inside of its base. On some late coins the limbs (possibly from new punches) are so close
together as to form a solid triangle. The point of the limbs at the top sometimes protrudes above the top bar (as
does the wedge shank of the T). R with concave upright and a wedge-tail (fig. q) is unlike the R of any other
class. Like the S of class R, S in class E is neater than in classes M and D. The upright of L has the normal
concave sides of class E but is thicker at the top than at the bottom (fig. p). C and E often appear closed from
the coalescence of the wedges. The squat T (fig. s) often gives the appearance of having a more wedge-shaped
shank than in other classes.
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Hair of class B

Hair of classes A and M
A,Ma

Mbl

Mb2

Mb3,Mcl

Mc2

Hair of classes R, E and D
R,E1

E2,D1

D2

Fig. 1, a-m. Hair punches

Class A
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Class R

Class E

Class D
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figs.2:a, b, c

d, e, f, g, h
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n, o, p, q

M

r, s, t. u

Fig. 2, a-u. Letter forms characteristic of their classes
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KEY TO PLATE
No.

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A
A1
A2
Ba
Bb
Be
Bd
Be
B1
B2
Ma
Mbl
Mb2
Mb2
Mb3
Mcl
Mc2
M
R
R
El
E2
E
Dl
Dl
D2
D
H
J
J

Remarks

Other side of illustrated coin

24 points
24 points

24 points
24 points
Hair f
Hair g
Hair hh
Hair h
Hair i
Hair i
Hair j
23 points
Hair k
24 points
Hair k
Hair 1
20 points
Hair 1
Hair 1, broken
Hair m
26 points
Obv. = B.206
Obv. of no. 30
Rev. of no. 29; die also used with John obv.

A2, 24 points
A
Ma
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
Be
Be
M, 24
M, 24
E, 24
M, 24
M, 24
D, 26
M, 24
Mc2
R, 24
Mb2
E, 26
E, 22
El
E, 26
E, 26
E, 26
D2
E, 24
J, 24
J

APPENDIX I
Alexander Single-Cross Sterlings in Burns and the Oxford and Glasgow Sylloge (AH) reclassified
Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
147A.
148.
148A.
148B.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Bc/B2
Ba/B2
Be/Al
Be/M
Bc/M
Bb/M
A/A2
A/A2
A/Al
A/A2
A/A2
A/M
Ma
Ma
Ma
Ma/B2
Ma/B2

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

171.
172.
172 A.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
177A.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.

El
El
E2/D
E2/D
El/D
E2/M
E2/M
El/M
El/M
Mb2
Mb2
Mb2
Mb2/B2
Mb2/D
Mb2/E
Mb3
Mcl

27
28
24
25
26
21
24
25
26
24
25
25
24
24
24
24
23
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Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

Burns
fig. no.

Class

Rev erst
points

155.
156.
157.
158.
158A.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
163A.
163B.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
168A.
169.
170.

Ma/A2
Ma/Al
Mbl
Mbl/B2
D2
D2
D2
Dl/E
Dl/E
Dl/E
D2/M
Dl/E
Dl/M
El
E2
E2
El
El
El
E2

24
24
24
24
24
25
26
24
26
26
25
28
25
20
20
22
23
20
24
26

185A.
186.
187.
188.
188A.
189.
190.
191.
198.
199.
200.
201.
201 A.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
209.

Mb3
Mcl
Mb3/D
Mb3/D
Mb3/D
Mb3/E
Mb3/E
Mb3/E
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2/D
Mc2/D
Mc2/E
Mc2/E
H/E
H/E
H/M
J

25
26
24
25
26
24
25
26
24
23
23
26
24
26
24
26
26
26
24
24

AH no.
24 points
174
175
176
177-9
180
181
182
183-5
186
187-9
190-1
192-4
195-6
197-8
199
200-1
202-3
204-5
206-8
209
210
211
212-3
214-5

Class-

AH no.
216
217
218-9
220
221
222-6
227
228
229
230-1
232
233-4
235
236-7
238-9
240
241-2
243
244
245
286

Class
Mb2
Mcl/D
Mb2
Mcl
Mc2
Mb2
Mb3
Mb2
Mb3
Mb2
Mb2/R
Mc2
Mb2/D
Mb3/D
Mb2/E
Mc2/E
Mb3/E
Mb2./E
Mb3/E
Mc2/E
J

AH no.
23 points
251
252-6
257

Class
El/M
Mc2
El

25 points
258
259-61
262
263
264

D2
El/M
Mb2
Mc2/D
Mb3/E

20 points
246
247-9
250

El
E2
El

26 points
265-6
267
268-70
271-2
273
274
275-8
279
280
281
282
283
284
285

D2
El
D2/E
El
Mc2/E
El
El/D
El/M
M?/D
Mb3/D
Mc2/D
Mcl/E
Mb3/E
Mc2/E

Ba
Be
Bd
Ba
Bd
Be
Ba
Be
B(d?)/M
Bd/M
A1
A2
Ma
Mbl
Ma
D2
Dl/E
El
E2
El
E2
El/M
Mb2
Mc2
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APPENDIX II
Comparison of Scottish and English letter forms.
Burns was one of the first numismatists to appreciate the important role played by lettering in the classification
of late medieval coin series and he was the first to apply 'palaeographic' principles systematically to their
arrangement.' 2 This led him to formulate his masterly classification of the Edwardian pence and his
arrangement of the Scottish sterlings was 'entirely based on the order of issue of the corresponding English
coinages of Edward I'.
The difficulties in applying too inflexibly any apparent association between the two coinages is best illustrated
by class A, which Burns regarded as contemporaneous with English Fox class VII. This implies that it should be
placed at the end of the Scottish series since all other varieties have large lettering with an open E, which was
used on English pence before class VI. It would also indicate a date for class A at least four years after the
death of Alexander and, although some coins in his name may be posthumous, its undoubtedly early position in
the series precludes so late a date.
From the apparent similarity in the lettering between Class B and Fox Ille Burns suggested that on the
closure of the mint at Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1280 the (foreign) moneyers there may have transferred their
services to Scotland and thus have initiated the long single cross money of Alexander III; or moneyers might
have come from Durham or York. The implication of this hypothesis would be that Class D was an early variety
of the new coinage, whereas in fact it is now shown to have been very late in the series. Whilst we favour the
idea that foreign workers previously (or subsequently) employed in England may well have made some if not
all of the dies for this coinage (particularly for classes R, E and D), this could only be inferred with any
certainty from letters struck from the same actual punches in both coinages, and we have not so far been able to
identify cases of this. Such correspondence as does exist seems to consist of more general stylistic similarity,
and is not therefore a reliable basis for chronological conclusions.
Although we do not therefore accept Burns's conclusions in this respect, his observations should never be
dismissed lightly. Accordingly, we recapitulate here his remarks on the similarities in the lettering between the
two coinages, and append some comments of our own, in the hope that they may be of use to future students
investigating the activities of itinerant thirteenth-century die-sinkers.
Group I, Class I (Class B).
'A usually barred across the centre as on the earlier English sterlings. G generally has an elongated neck as
on A12 [Fox IIIc]. L has foot well turned up, a characteristic of A13 [Fox Ille]. M has a single straight stroke
down the centre as on the reverse of Durham A13. R wedge-tailed and S wasp-waisted as in A13. . . . how
remarkably the sterlings A13, in the lettering and in the crescent-shaped contractive signs, correspond with the
Scottish long single cross sterlings Group I. Class I.'
The barred A is found on most English pence from class I to IVc, although the cross-bar tends to become
much lower on later issues. An elongated neck to the letter G is found, with some variation in shape, in several
classes ranging from II to IV. The L with a well turned up foot occurs in Ille, some Illf and a few Illg, although
the resemblance to this letter on the Scottish coins is superficial as the wedge is not usually as tall and slender.
The M with a single stroke is used on coins of Durham in IIIc, e and g as well as on many of class IV. The
wedge-tailed R is common in early III, where most have an incurved upright rather than the straight-sided one
with serifs used in class B. The wasp-waisted S composed of two crescents and two wedges is found on many
coins before Illf and some later ones. The crescent-shaped contractive mark is much used up to and including
nig.
Group I, Class II (Class A).
'Same lettering and sharp comma-shaped contractive signs as on A31 [Fox VII], . . . the remarkable
manner in which the lettering on these Scottish pieces [viz I. II] corresponds with that on the English
rose-on-breast sterlings. The same lettering and neat execution occur also on a sterling of Dublin with the rose
on the breast and the bust in a triangle . . . . We can scarcely doubt that these were all of a period.'
Group I, Class III (Classes Ma & Mbl).
'The lettering on sterlings of this class has not its exact counterpart on any of the sterlings of the Edward I
series, but appears rather to be a modification or 'outcome' of the lettering on the preceding class [class A], and
more boldly rendered.'
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Group II, Class I (Class D).
'A similar C occurs on some of the reverses of A18 [Fox Illf]. R frequently displays the same ornamental
finish. S has an egg-shaped swelling on the centre, a characteristic also of the English sterlings A18 [ 111 f ].
The correspondence in other respects of the lettering on these pieces [A18] with the lettering on these
Scottish sterlings [II, I] has been already referred to, and sufficiently shows that they are of the same period.'
A letter C of somewhat similar style occurs on some coins of Illf and, rarely, Illg. However, that on a coin of
IVa2 (SCBI 39, no. 201) is almost identical. Although the letter R in Illf bears some resemblance to that of
class D, it is not exactly the same and a similar form occurs in other sub-divisions of class III. The S with an
egg-shaped swelling is first used in Illf, but continues on many subsequent issues.
Group II, Class II (Class E)
'Similar A on some A23, 24 [Fox IVa-d].'
Although the unbarred A is used in Fox IVa4, it was not permanently adopted until IVc.
Group II, Class III (Classes Mb2-Mc2).
'Same style of lettering as I, III [Classes Ma & Mbl].'
The distinctive letter R, which is a feature of the new class R, closely resembles that on a few Illg coins
(SCBI 39, no. 155) and could possibly be from the same punches.
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